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New DTR data further solidifies VOI story
I hope you have had a chance to, or will make time to, explore this year’s Drug Trend Report, linked next to this feature article. 
There are some great insights, including how “progressively managed” plans saw a -9.2% trend, as well as, insights on the 
regulated lines of business with total trend for Medicare and Medicaid coming in under the commercial book of business. Keep in 
mind, everything else you see in the report is for our entire “commercial book”, which includes health plans and direct PBM 
clients. I want to call out a few things especially important for health plans, including some information not available in the public 
report:

1)  Specialty spend is now 50/50 
After years of inching closer and closer, we are finally at the point where spend is split 50/50 between specialty and 
traditional drugs. The commercial book’s specialty spend is just above 50%, whereas the health plan-only book is just below. 
This greatly enhances your Value of Integration story – with half of all drug spend falling in categories with high medical 
spend, including 30% in just inflammatory and oncology alone, the need for holistic, single-vendor management is more 
imperative than ever.
We have updated our Value of Integration (VOI) slide library in our VOI toolkit – reach out to your Market Development 
Director if you do not have access to this or would like the updated version. Our Lead Marketing Consultant, Corey Graves, is 
available to sit down with you and your marketing teams to go over how to best utilize this data to tell your VOI story.

2)  Health plan and commercial trend are equal
In the past, we have often seen our commercial trend come in lower than the health plan trend – but last year, health plan 
trend beat out commercial trend significantly and while both numbers were up this year from increased utilization, we now 
see the two sets are essentially equal at 4.0% and 4.1%, respectively. This further continues to disprove the narrative that 
carve-out better controls pharmacy spend.

3)  PMPY spend is once again lower for health plans
For the 5th year in a row, total per member per year drug spend for health plans was lower than the commercial book. This 
year it’s 14% lower, at just over $1,000. Despite fluctuations in trend, health plans have spent less overall on drugs than our 
commercial book for half a decade, another irrefutable stat to display the Value of Integration.  
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Our Value of Integration white paper has been updated for 2021 and includes the recent stats mentioned above as well as 
some other new additions. The updated version can be downloaded below in the Thought Leadership Corner. 

Remember, this is only scratching the surface of a full Value of Integration story. The numbers in the white paper and Drug 
Trend Report once again prove that employers receive greater value when carved-in. Make sure you are leveraging your own 
proof points to demonstrate how the trend continues, or is even better, when employers carve-in with your plan. We have also 
created slide templates, which you will find a link to under this post, to help you showcase these numbers. 

But, this is only part of the comprehensive Value of Integration story you should be telling in the market. You must show how 
you pair this value with superior care, and what you do differently and better than other plans. You need to have a simple, 
consistent story and communication strategy across multiple mediums backed by your plan’s specific data and case examples. 
If you can’t say with confidence you have this, reach out to your Market Development Director and we can help jumpstart your 
efforts to ensure you are bringing the best pharmacy and integration story to your market.

Download the updated VOI report from the Thought Leadership 
Corner and new slide templates below this post
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